CIGNA BY THE NUMBERS AND OUR STRATEGY

| $160.4 B | 13 | 70,000+ employees worldwide serving 190M+ customer and patient relationships around the world |
| 2020 results in total revenues | Ranked on the 2020 Fortune 500 list | Our Strategy Champions for affordable, predictable, and simple healthcare |

ACTUARIAL EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (AEDP)

AEDP Advantage for Early Career Professionals

5 – 7 Year Program
3 – 4 Rotations, 18 – 24 months each

Core actuarial areas
- Pricing
- Reserving
- Forecasting
- Risk Management

Additional business areas you can explore
- Data & Analytics
- Investment Management
- Operations
- Underwriting

In the AEDP, we push you to work hard and learn fast, but we also know how to have fun together, too. We believe in celebrating passed exams and personal milestones. We also focus on carving out time for career development, social, and community service activities.

AEDP Advantage for Summer Interns

Our internship is an 11-week program designed to identify future full-time associates for the program. Interns apply analytical and technical skills, as well as business acumen and strong communication skills, to complete a project with significant impact to Cigna’s businesses.

Also included in the internship:
- Executive and actuarial speaker series
- Case studies and technical trainings
- Highly competitive hourly rate and paid housing close to offices
- Accessible actuarial community focused on supporting, mentoring, and developing summer interns as actuaries and leaders
- Trip to headquarters to hear from senior leaders and network with others

AEDP Program Leadership Team

Keely Hein
Actuarial Senior Analyst
Keely.hein@express-scripts.com

Allison Eastwood
Senior Campus Recruiter
Allison.Eastwood@cigna.com

Tim Bert, FSA
AEDP Director
Timothy.Bert@cigna.com

Rachel Spitzig, FSA
AEDP Manager
Rachel.Spitzig@cigna.com

Program Highlights

| 180+ current members | 150+ graduates | Led by 2 FSAs |
| AEDP Graduates: CFO, Evernorth President & COO, and Senior Vice President for Business Financial Officer & Investor Relations |
| 6 Locations: Bloomfield, CT | Philadelphia, PA | Denver, CO | Nashville, TN | Austin, TX | St. Louis, MO |

Developing Actuaries into Business Leaders

- Inclusive community of associates and alumni focused on mentorship and professional development
- Exam support – exam fees, study materials, paid study time, exam raises
- Long term leadership and career development opportunities
- Employment flexibility in traditional and non-traditional actuarial roles

Want to know more?
Check out our AEDP website. https://jobs.cigna.com/aedp
Check out @LifeatCigna on Instagram to learn about what it’s like to work at Cigna!

Our internship is an 11-week program designed to identify future full-time associates for the program. Interns apply analytical and technical skills, as well as business acumen and strong communication skills, to complete a project with significant impact to Cigna’s businesses.

Program Highlights

| 35 - 40 Interns per summer working in 15-20 different business areas | Paid Housing | Over 75% Join full-time after college |
| 5 Locations: Bloomfield, CT | Philadelphia, PA | Denver, CO | Nashville, TN | Austin, TX |

Cigna’s AEDP Recruiting Team

Together, all the way.

Offered by: Cigna Health and Life Insurance Company, Connecticut General Life Insurance Company or their affiliates.

All Cigna products and services are provided exclusively by or through operating subsidiaries of Cigna Corporation, including Cigna Health and Life Insurance Company, Connecticut General Life Insurance Company, Cigna Behavioral Health, Inc., and HMO or service company subsidiaries of Cigna Health Corporation. The Cigna name, logo, and other Cigna marks are owned by Cigna Intellectual Property, Inc.